Our neighborhood was awarded the ABQ NeighborWoods Grant - 200 Free
Trees!
We want to create an impact with clusters of Street Trees!
-

Street trees can be planted anywhere within 20ft of the street.
Our excavator will ensure all utility lines get spotted, they will facilitate digging the holes,
and they will provide the mulch for all the street trees.
Homeowners are responsible for marking their own private watering or sprinkling systems.
The Excavator and TNM are not responsible for damage to these.
All street trees will be planted in one day by volunteers, many of which should come from
the neighborhood. This is a great way to build the community!
Homeowners who want to receive a street tree will be required to sign a City agreement
promising that they will water and care for their trees.
Professional landscape architects will do the final tree species population. They will ensure
that right tree goes into the right space! Your preference is considered, but our landscape
architects always have the final say.
Tree varieties and sizes will vary due to grower availability. Also, Tree New Mexico follows
the City and Water Authority guidelines regarding tree species recommended for our area.
Non-invasive roots, flowering (for bees), fall color, shade, water wise, etc
As part of the ABQ NeighborWoods program, for the following three years, an arborist will
come out to assess the health of the new trees. Homeowners will be provided with
training information as needed and will be notified of any issues and remedies as well.
Free pruning classes will be provided as part of the program.
Although Tree New Mexico does not remove trees, there are several tree removal
companies in Albuquerque to choose from. If a homeowner has a tree that needs to be
removed, this must be done by the homeowner prior to planting any new one.

Neighbors, please contact Tree New Mexico at NPnewtrees@gmail.com as soon as possible
with your interest about adopting a tree or to volunteer to help canvass or plant!

